
Chapter 2
Mobility

THREAT DEFENSE

The Threat defense may be hasty or deliberate, with emphasis on mine employment
All obstacles are covered by director indirect fires.

Hasty Defense
The main obstacle employed is the Threat standard hasty minefield budding block
(Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1. Threat hasty minefield

Deliberate Defense
The threat defensive obstacle system normally consists of three complex obstacles.
Each complex obstacle contains a minefield, normally with three rows 10 to 40
meters apart, and other types of obstacles. Mines within each row are 3 to 5 meters
(10 to 16 feet) apart and may be antitank (AT) or antipersonnel (AP). See Figures 2-2
and 2.3 for representative Threat obstacle systems.

Figure 2-2. Enemy defensive positions and fully

developed obstacle system
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Major Equipment
Equipment used to prepare the Threat defense is shown in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1. Threat defensive engineer equipment

Figure 2-3. Typical motorized rifle battalion strong point
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Table 2-1. Threat defensive engineer equipment (continued)

C O U N T E R M I N E

Detection Methods
Conduct an analysis by reviewing the terrain enemy capabilities and past
performances.

Visual
Check for ground disturbances, posted signs, tripwires, odd features on ground, and
signs of road repairs.

Physical (probing)

Fasten and secure all equipment to the body, use nonmetallic probe, stay close to
ground and use probe gently in 1 meter semicircle search and at a 45° angle with
the ground.

2 - 3

Electronic mine detector
Rotate operators at least every 20 minutes.

Enemy Minefield Report

Table 2-2. Report of enemy minefield



Table 2-3. Breaching methods
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Manual breaching and clearing
Use grappling hooks to clear booby traps prior to starting operation and thereafter as
needed. Figure 2-4 and Table 2-4 show team composition and equipment for a
breaching/clearing operation.

Table 2-4. Sweep team equipment

Figure 2-4. Sweep team composition

Figure 2-5. Breach lane clearance
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Figure 2-6. Route sweep formation

Foreign Mines
UNLESS DIRECTED DIFFERENTLY, ALL FOREIGN MINES WILL BE
DESTROYED IN PLACE RATHER THAN REMOVED/DISARMED.

Table 2-5. Foreign antitank mines
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Table 2-5. Foreign antitank mines (continued) Table 2-5. Foreign antitank mines (continued)
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Table 2-5. Foreign antitank mines (continued) Table 2-5. Foreign antitank mines (continued)
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Table 2-5. Foreign antitank mines (continued) Table 2-5. Foreign antitank mines (continued)

Table 2-6. Foreign antipersonnel mines
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Table 2-6. Foreign antipersonnel mines (continued) Table 2-6. Foreign antipersonnel mines (continued)
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Table 2-6. Foreign antipersonnel mines (continued)
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Table 2-6. Foreign antipersonnel mines (continued)



Table 2-6. Foreign antipersonnel mines (continued) Table 2-6. Foreign antipersonnel mines (continued)
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OBSTACLE BREACHING

Obstacle Report

Figure 2-7. Obstacle report

Obstacle Crossing Capabilities
See Table 2- 7 for selected US and foreign equipment obstacle crossing capabilities.

Table 2-7. Equipment obstacle crossing capabilities
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Table 2-8. 
Table 2-8. Nonexplosive obstacle breaching equipment
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Table 2-9. Table 2-9. Obstacle breaching
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Figure 2-8. Backfilled log wall breaching

Figure 2-9. Log crib breaching

Figure 2-10. Placement of charges for a wall 6-feet thick (1)

and for a wall over 6-feet thick (2)
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Figure 2-11. Explosive packs needed to destroy typical

small concrete obstacles

Figure 2-12. Placement of charges for destruction

of steel and log obstacles
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COMBAT ROADS AND TRAILS

Typical Combat Roads and Trails Process and Characteristics
See Figures 2-13 and 2-14.

Figure 2-14. Typical cross-section iIlustrating road nomenclature

Expedient Surfaces Over Mud
Chespaling mats
Chespaling mats are made by placing small saplings 6½ feet long and about 1½
inches in diameter side by side (Figure 2-15). Wire the saplings together with
chicken wire mesh or strands of heavy smooth wire. A chespaling road iS
constructed by laying mats lengthwise with a 1-foot side overlap at the junction of
the mats. The resulting surface is 12 feet wide. Unless mats are laid on wet ground,
this type of road requires periodic wetting down to retain its springiness and to
prevent splitting. Chespaling mats also require extensive maintenance.

Figure 2-13. Combat roads and trails process
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Figure 2-15. Chespaling surface road construction

Corduroy
See Figures 2-16 and 2-17 (page 2-20).

• Standard corduroy. Logs 15 to 20 centimeters (6 to 8 inches) in diameter and
about 4 meters (13 feet) long are placed adjacent to each other (butt to tip). Curbs
are made by placing 6-inch-diameter logs along the edges of the roadway
(draft-pinned in place). Pickets about 4 feet long are driven into the ground at
regular intervals along the outside edge of the road to hold the road in place. To
give this surface greater smoothness, the chinks between logs should be filled
with brush, rubble, and twigs; then the whole surface is covered with a Iayer of
gravel or dirt. Side ditches and culverts are constructed as for normal roads

• Corduroy with stringer. The corduroy decking is securely pinned to stringers and
then the surface is prepared as standard corduroy.

• Heavy corduroy. Heavy corduroy involves the use of sleepers, heavy logs 25 to
30 centimeters (10 to 12 inches) in diameter and long enough to cover the entire
road, placed at right angles to the centerline on 1.2 meter (4-foot) centers.

• Fascine corduroy. Use fascine instead of logs for stringers.

Figure 2-16. Corduroy road surfaces
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Figure 2-17. Fascine corduroy

Tread roads
Tread roads are made by preparing two narrow parallel treadways of select material

using anything from palm leaves to 4-inch planks. The most common tread road is
the plank tread road (Figure 2-18).
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Figure 2-18. Plank tread road



Army and Sommerfeld tracks

See Figures 2-19 and 2-20 for details.

Figure 2-19. Army track

Figure 2-20. Component parts of Sommerfeld track
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Other types of surfaces
Surfaces can be constructed from rubble, bricks, concrete blocks, Ioose aggregate or
gravel, and airfield matting (Figure 2-21).

Figure 2-21. Other expedient surfaces

Expedient Surfaces Over Sand

Wire mesh
Chicken wire, expanded metal lath, or chain-Iink wire mesh (cyclone fence) may be
used for expedient surfaces over sand. The addition of a layer of burlap or similar
material underneath the wire mesh helps to confine the sand. The edges of the wire
mesh road must be picketed at .9 to 1.2 meters(3 to 4 feet) intervals. Diagonal wires
crossing the centerline at 45° angles and securely attached to buried pickets fortify
the Iighter meshes. The more layers used the more durable the road wiII become
(Figure 2-22).

Figure 2-22. Construction details for a chain-link wire mesh road

Sand grid
See Figure 2-23 for a sand grid. Each grid section expands to cover an area 2.4
meters x 6 meters x 20 centimeters deep (8 feet x 20 feet x 8 inches). Use pickets or
place sand on the corners and sides to maintain grid in place. A bucket loader may be
used to fill in the grids. Use hand shovels to completely fill each grid. A full grid
section wiII hold the weight of a bucket loader. This surface may be compacted using
a rubber-tire or steel-wheel roller. A sand asphalt surface of about one gallon of
RC-250 asphalt per square yard may be applied.

Figure 2-23. Sand grid
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Table 2-10. Army helicopter characteristics

Figure 2-24. Crater repairs

F O R W A R D  A V I A T I O N

Army Aircraft and Helicopter Characteristics
See Tables 2-10 and 2-11 (page 2-24).
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Table 2-11. Combat area airfield requirements Table 2-12. Dust control requirements for heliports

NOTES:

1.  Asterisk shows particular aircraft that is critical in load and/or ground run from which area
requirements, geometrics, and expedient surfacing requirements were developed.

2. Ground run lengths indicated are for classification and can undergo changes depending on
operating weight of aircraft, pressure altitude corrections, temperature corrections, and local conditions.

General Construction of Forward Landing Zone or Airstrip
Membrane or available timber may be used to construct an expedient hardened
landing pad surface. Mark all obstacles in the Ianding zone or airstrip. Sprinkled

water, lime, lime solutions, or oils wiII provide temporary dust control (Table 2-12).
See Tables 2-13 and 2-14 and Figures 2-25 through 2-27 (pages 2-25 through 2-27)
for landing zones and helipads geometric requirements.

NOTE:
Measurements are taken from the center of rotation of the controlling aircraft and are approximately
equal to the radius of the area affected by the rotor downwash.

Table 2-13. Minimum geometric requirements for landing zones
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Table 2-13. Minimum geometric requirements for Ianding zones

(cont inued)

NOTES: 1. Taxi hooverlane iS used for take-off and landing.
2. Roads should be located so as to require the least effort.

Figure 2-25. Geometric layout of Ianding zones
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Table 2-14. Minimum geometric requirements for

multiple area Ianding zones

Figure 2-26. Panel layout of landing zones
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Maintenance and Repair
Maintenance and repair operations must be coordinated with tactical operations.
Work should be done at night. Hazardous equipment must not be left on Ianding
zone. Area under construction or repair must be clearly marked. Mud must be
continuously removed. Remove all debris away from traffic and Ianding area for
repair of all mats and membrane surfaces, see Chapter 8. Replace damaged timber
and level accordingly.

Figure 2-27. Geometric layout of forward area refueling

and rearming heliports
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